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at first sight, everything that it means. Well, next verse?

....Yes, I think it would be a very good idea. You could take the ba'ad

and it wouldn't be hard in BDB, I mean in Youngs, I doubt if there are a

great many, and get an idea. In fact you could take .... 13....if you feel

like it. Here Is Englishman's , pg. 261, ba'ad, it says, "particle, look out

at a window." Separation fits perfectly there. Gen. 26:8, made an atonement

for your sins. Made an atonement in as far as your sin. Made an atonement,

in separation from your sin. You might say either would fit there . ...ik..

through the window . l1hnot as far as the window there. Separation

fits there better. The fat closed upon the blade. I don't see any separation

there. The fat closed away from the blawould be separation, but I certainly
womb.

don't see separation there. The Lord had zx.i shut up the Had

shut from her womb? Or as far as? Either would be possible there, I should

think. Then by the side of the gate. That has no context to tell. I Sam.

1:18. II Sam. 20:21, threw to thee over the wall, as far as the wall? or

from the wall? Separation there isn't it? zi xzxtx± And, about his house,

and about all. That's Job 1:10. Oh, thou hast thrown a protetion about him,

and about his house, and about all that is his. Now, that's not separation,

unless is it a protection making a separation end of 0 10
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Yes, that is very peculiar. Then, Prov. 6:26, for by means of a whorish

woman. No separation at all t1re, and so on and so on, he says, and then

with the prefix mm, Oh, oh. It occurs also with pronominal suffixes. Oh,

look, with the prefix mibba'ad, Songs 11:1, 1- no separation

there, pomegrantte within thy locks, thy temples within thy locks. Also

occurs with pron. suff., etc, etc. Gen. 2. 20:7 He xx±±x shall pray for

you. That's not separation. Ex. 8, intreat for me, that's not separation.

Lev. 16, make an atonement for himself, that could be either, but it is not

likely. He shut the door upon him, he shut the door separating him 2

there is no separation in that is there, neither lift up cry no prayer for

them. That's not separation. I pray the Lord for us. Well, it certainly
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